Distancing sedation in end-of-life care from physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia
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ABSTRACT Lipuma equates continuous sedation until death (CSD) to physician-assisted suicide/euthanasia (PAS/E) based on the premise that iatrogenic unconsciousness negates social function and, thus, personhood, leaving a patient effectively ‘dead’. Others have extrapolated upon this position further, to suggest that any use of sedation and/or opioids at the end of life would be analogous to CSD and thus tantamount to PAS/E. These posits sit diametrically opposite to standard end-of-life care practices. This paper will refute Lipuma’s position and the posits borne from it. We first show that prevailing end-of-life care guidelines require proportional and monitored use of sedatives and/or opioids to attenuate fears that the use of such treatment could hasten death. These guidelines also classify CSD as a last resort treatment, employed only when symptoms prove intractable, and not amenable to all standard treatment options. Furthermore, CSD is applied only when deemed appropriate by a multidisciplinary palliative medicine team. We also show that empirical data based on local views of personhood will discount concerns that iatrogenic unconsciousness is tantamount to a loss of personhood and death.
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INTRODUCTION Continuous sedation until death (CSD) and physician-assisted suicide/euthanasia (PAS/E) are two distinct treatments. However, vagaries in defining CSD have blurred this distinction. Terms such as ‘terminal sedation’, ‘sedation for intractable distress in the imminently dying’, ‘end-of-life sedation’, ‘palliative sedation’ (PS), ‘sedation in the final phase’, ‘palliative sedation therapy’ and ‘CSD’ have contributed to the misunderstanding of the indications and role of CSD, and promulgated a continued association with the practice of PAS/E.1,2 Variability in the determination of key requirements for the valid application of CSD, such as diagnoses of intolerable and refractory suffering, prognosis of less than two weeks, the consent process leading up to the application of CSD, and dosing schedules and drug formulary for CSD have further muddied the lines between CSD and PAS/E.

Till now, concerns about CSD have largely been in the realm of ethical deliberation within the local palliative medicine setting, with Krishna and colleagues revealing no specific incidences of its use within the local setting.3-5 However, a recent clinical encounter by nurses working in a palliative medicine unit in Singapore has changed the complexion of these discussions. Quoting Lipuma’s paper on CSD,3 family members expressed grave concerns when healthcare professionals attempted to treat a terminally ill patient’s agitation with antipsychotics. While considered standard practice in light of the failure of nonpharmacological means, based upon Lipuma’s position that sedation in end-of-life care, ostensibly till death, was euthanasia, the family felt that the healthcare professionals were effectively ‘killing’ their loved one.

The above incident raised two considerations: (a) the need to clarify the misconceptions set out by Lipuma’s position on CSD and PAS/E; and (b) the need to differentiate ‘routine’ use of sedation in end-of-life care from the practice of CSD. In this article, we focus on the first point. Krishna and Ho addressed the second point in a recent article.6

LIPUMA’S POSITION Lipuma3 believes that the application of CSD, defined as deep and continuous sedation applied with the specific intention of providing “pain management rather than hastening the death of the patient” by rendering a patient “permanently unconscious until complete biological death”, is tantamount to “hastening death”.3,4 Furthermore, Lipuma believes that the main indication for CSD, which is to circumnavigate “the devil’s choice” of having to choose between allowing the continuation of intractable suffering among terminally ill patients and the equally morally abhorrent act of assisting in the suicide of these patients, is a misrepresentation of facts.2 He suggests that rendering irreversible loss of consciousness, ostensibly till death, eliminates “what is meaningful to human life”, negates personhood and renders a patient effectively dead. He also believes this iatrogenic induction of ‘social death’ and negation of personhood is tantamount to killing a patient and, thereby, indistinguishable from PAS/E.5

Lipuma utilises a combination of empirical data on the current practice of sedation in end-of-life care, philosophical reviews on the issue of personhood and the value of human life, case studies, and a New York Times front page story on CSD to confront the three main objections to his position.5,7,8 First, he posits that
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“death should not be defined in terms of higher brain function” to address the objection that CSD patients retained higher brain function and thus could not be considered brain dead as a result of the application of CSD.22 Second, Lipuma attempts to show that the “reversibility criterion”, emphasising that the effects of CSD are reversible, is misguided. He does so by suggesting that a reversal of sedation would return the patient to a state of awareness of their intractable suffering, which would be morally and clinically unacceptable.22 Third, to overturn the notion “that by double effect, the intention of CSD is pain management, not killing”, Lipuma suggests that the routine cessation of hydration that accompanies CSD leaves deeply sedated patients incapable of feeding themselves, which effectively crystallises an underlying intention to the contrary.22

**Adoption of higher brain definitions of death**

Lipuma argues that the presence of higher brain function bestows moral worth and meaning to a human life.22 According to him, the induction of deep, irreversible unconsciousness, which leads to “dying an experiential death, that is, chemically and purposefully simulating the condition of one who is dead, based on higher brain functioning”, denies the patient of a meaningful existence, particularly when there is little chance that cognitive function can be regained.22 He opines that it is higher brain function that gives a person a meaningful life, while lesser brain function merely represents a physiological function that keeps the body alive, bereft of meaningful existence. To ‘correct’ this implausibility and to accurately classify such patients as ‘dead’ despite still possessing functioning cardiovascular and respiratory systems, Lipuma proffers the “higher brain (neocortical) definitions of death”. As a result, patients on CSD would effectively be classified as ‘dead’, given that they had no chance of recovering their higher brain function.22

**Argument on reversibility criterion**

At the crux of Lipuma’s earlier point is the issue of the irreversibility of iatrogenic-induced deep sedation in CSD. He explained that the cessation of sedation would simply result in the resumption of suffering ostensibly till death, which would be antithetical to good end-of-life care and the goals of care. As a result, Lipuma believed that CSD could not be reversed, thus leaving the ‘reversibility criterion’ without merit.22

**Argument on double effect**

A common defence of CSD has come from the invocation of the doctrine of double effect (DDE).9 The DDE is seen to contain the following four principles: (1) the nature of the act must be ‘good’ or at least ‘neutral’; (2) the ‘good’ effect cannot be brought about by the ‘bad’ effect; (3) the act must be proportional to the exigencies of the situation; and (4) the intention behind the act must be morally ‘good’ or at least ‘neutral’.12-14 Lipuma, however, contends that the induction of CSD would be in breach of three of the four central principles of the DDE.12-14 The first is that the ‘nature of the act’ is neither ‘good’ nor ‘neutral’ given its associations with bringing about death.12-14 The second condition within the DDE is also violated, as success of CSD can only come about through the ‘bad’ outcome; in other words, relief of suffering is only brought about by the induction of deep and irreversible unconsciousness, which is tantamount to ‘death’.12-14 The final condition of the DDE is infringed, as the good effect of symptom amelioration is realised only by bringing about the foreseen ill effects of deep irreversible unconsciousness.12-14 Lipuma argued that the application of CSD in the knowledge that it is irreversible and that “eliminating consciousness is in effect the same as inducing a state that is functionally identical with neocortical death” crystallises the wish to hasten death.22

**Condensing Lipuma’s position into the practical triumvirate and personhood triad**

Beyond the three arguments raised, a closer scrutiny of Lipuma’s position reveals the presence of six considerations – three interconnected factors that relate to medical practice issues, referred to as the “triumvirate of interlinked practical considerations (or practical triumvirate)”, and three interrelated considerations that pertain to personhood, referred to as the “triad of personhood-related considerations (or personhood triad)”. For Lipuma’s position to be accepted, both the personhood triad and practical triumvirate require universal acceptance in their own right.

The personhood triad arises from the belief that conscious function defines “a meaningful way for a human being to exist or to be considered alive”.22 The personhood triad is composed of the beliefs that: (a) personhood pivots upon the presence of conscious function; (b) an irreversible loss of consciousness leads to an irretrievable loss of personhood; and (c) a loss of personhood negates ‘what is meaningful to human life’ and renders a patient dead.22

The practical triumvirate requires a homogenous practice of CSD in order to highlight the similarity of this practice with PAS/E.22 The practical triumvirate is made up of the requirements that: (a) there is a common understanding of the practice, goals and indications of CSD; (b) the practice of CSD is applied in a consistent manner; and (c) when applied, CSD leaves little chance for the re-establishment of personhood.22

**REBUTTAL OF LIPUMA’S POSITION**

The present study suggests that each element within the personhood triad and practical triumvirate are problematic. Discrediting each element will ultimately refute and discredit Lipuma’s posit. We begin with a review of the elements within the practical triumvirate.

**THE PRACTICAL TRIUMVIRATE**

Underpinning the adoption of the practice described as CSD lies Lipuma’s wish to limit discussion to a very particular practice that is seen to be most akin to PAS/E.22 The term CSD is drawn from a study by Rys et al.,13 which Lipuma believes offers “the most accurate characterisation of what the therapy actually entails and implies”.2,15 There is no explanation as to why such credence is given to Rys et al.’s review over more established or systematic studies on the subject.15-18 In truth, the nature of the
sampling used in Rys et al’s study(15) limits its credibility to being nothing more than a study of the ‘opinion sections of medical and nursing journals’ and ‘grey literature’ published from 1966 to 2009, rather than an authoritative review on the subject, as Lipuma hopes.(15)

The inclusion criteria used in Rys et al’s study ultimately undermines Lipuma’s position that there is a common understanding and consistent practice of CSD, as does Rys et al’s admission that the term CSD “highlight[s] the lack of agreement among clinicians on this topic”.(15) Careful scrutiny of the paper by Rys et al reveals variances in the understanding and practice of CSD, including: (a) drug selection and their indications for use; (b) the provision of hydration and nutrition in end-of-life care; (c) the deliberative process underpinning the authorisation for the application of CSD; (d) the manner that treatment was applied and understanding of the term CSD; (e) the central role of proportionality of response and the overall goals of CSD; and (f) the higher brain function definition of death.

Central to Lipuma’s efforts to equate CSD with PAS/E is a consistent practice of CSD. We discuss each variance in turn in order to disprove this notion. Yet, it is not our intention to defend the term CSD but rather, the concept that it stands for. We will show that the practice that Lipuma refers to is both defunct and unlike Krishna’s modern, locally conceived concept of continuous deep palliative sedation, which is described as: “the proportional and monitored induction of deep continuous sedation for the amelioration of all forms of intractable physical, psychological, and existential suffering. The guidelines state that this must follow holistic, multi-professional assessment of the patient’s condition to affirm that suffering is in fact intractable, that the anticipated prognosis is less than two weeks, and that the application of such an intervention is in the patient’s best interests. The intent of this procedure is to circumnavigate awareness of suffering through the maintenance of deep levels of sedation in a manner that is consistent with prevailing guidelines and clinical, professional, and legal standards. This procedure is monitored and overseen by a multidisciplinary team (MDT) to ensure accountability, transparency, and justifiability of actions and to make certain that life is not intentionally abbreviated.”(19)

**Primary sedative agents in CSD**

On the issue of drug selection, Lipuma’s attention is focused on the employment of barbiturates as the primary agent in inducing CSD, given that its use for induction of deep sedation is both risky and disproportional to the exigencies of the situation. Lipuma’s motive for doing so is to crystallise the intention to hasten death. To lend credence to these efforts, he turns to Lo and Rubenfeld’s account of the terminal sedation of Mrs B,(7) a 49-year-old woman with metastatic breast cancer who was admitted to the hospital for pain control of bone metastasis.(7) To ameliorate her intractable suffering, Lipuma highlights the use of barbiturates to induce CSD in this patient. A closer scrutiny of Lo and Rubenfeld’s article reveals that Mrs B received barbiturates to induce deep sedation only after the failure of treatments such as hydromorphone, fentanyl, morphine, celecoxib, amitriptyline, lorazepam and a course of radiotherapy to alleviate her symptoms, and as a result of dose-limiting side effects.(7) Furthermore, the authors added that phenobarbital was only employed as “midazolam was not permitted on the unit where the patient was receiving care”.(7) Our scrutiny of Mrs B’s case further reaffirms the following cardinal features of acceptable sedative use in end-of-life care:

1. **Last resort:** CSD is a treatment of last resort when symptoms remain intractable and alternative treatment options are exhausted. ‘Risky’ options are only administered when ‘safer’ means have been exhausted or unavailable, and suffering persists.

2. **Safety:** CSD is employed only when there are effective means of ensuring safety and titration of these drugs. Lo and Rubenfeld state that a significant consideration for the employment of CSD is “that the site of care provides an appropriate level of nursing care and monitoring”.(7) In Mrs B’s case, treatment was titrated under monitoring to ensure her life was not jeopardised. Data would suggest that Lo and Rubenfeld’s use of focused and proportional application of sedatives may even prolong life in a minority of cases.(7,20-22)

3. **Choice of agent:** contrary to Lipuma’s assertions, a review of regnant palliative care formularies and PS guidelines reveals that barbiturates are rarely employed in the induction of deep and continuous sedation in end-of-life care. In all recent PS guidelines, barbiturates do not feature either as first- or second-line agents in the application of CSD. Benzodiazepines are preferred to barbiturates primarily as result of their well-studied effects, rapid onset of action, short half-life and high therapeutic index, as well as greater physician experience in their employ, and the presence of an antidote, should the need arise.(7) The overall intent of safeguarding the patient is exemplified by the choice of a medication with an easily accessible antidote. Thus, should adverse reactions (such as respiratory depression) develop, prompt and appropriate remedial action can be taken to reverse the effects of the benzodiazepine and maintain the safety of the patient. This safety-first approach serves to refute Lipuma’s objection to the reversibility criterion, i.e. that the effects of sedation cannot be reversed.(7,21,24)

4. **Impact of sedation:** the impact of sedation on the cognitive abilities and conscious levels of most patients on which CSD is applied appears to be overstated. Claessens et al and Hui et al reveal that most patients tend to experience varying levels of consciousness as part of the natural dying process, which tends to occur 7–10 days prior to death.(25,26) This point is important given that Kohara et al(27) and Mercadante et al(28) both showed that CSD tends to be applied 2–3.4 days before death, suggesting that most patients would already be experiencing varying...
levels of sedation and cognitive impairment before CSD is applied.\(^{25-28}\)

5. Variations in level of consciousness to sedation: Lipuma’s key argument is that CSD results in the negation of higher brain function, which he believes is integral to a meaningful existence.\(^{(2)}\) To advance such a stance, sedation applied in CSD must be shown to consistently suppress consciousness. Porzio et al report that midazolam-induced CSD fails to maintain deep continuous sedation in about a third of patients.\(^{(29)}\) Barbato’s use of bispectral index monitors also found variations in levels of consciousness in terminally ill, sedated patients.\(^{(30)}\) In many cases, patients revealed some awareness or showed only minimal sedation. Before we highlight the stark implications of these findings upon Lipuma’s higher brain function definition of death, we acknowledge that it is not midazolam that Lipuma discusses, but barbiturates. However, given that such practice is largely defunct, it is more clinically relevant to comment upon the effects of midazolam upon sedation, and the study by Barbato has shown that higher brain function is not entirely suppressed as a result of this practice.\(^{(30)}\)

**Clinically assisted nutrition and hydration**

Mrs B’s case\(^{(7)}\) serves as a platform to discuss another of Lipuma’s assertions – the routine cessation of clinically assisted nutrition and hydration (CANH) upon application of CSD. Lipuma believes that ceasing CANH in an unconscious patient leaves them susceptible to death by dehydration, which he asserts, uncovers the true intentions of the physician in applying CSD.\(^{(2,7)}\) Such assertions highlight a number of misconceptions regarding the prevailing practices of sedation in end-of-life care. A review of the prevailing frameworks of PS shows that the provision of CANH is assessed on a case-by-case basis, thereby ensuring that clinical and psychosocial factors are given adequate consideration in each case.\(^{(11)}\) Such heterogeneity in the employment of CANH in CSD, which highlights the variance in CSD practices, as well as the disproving of the belief that CANH is routinely ceased, further erodes Lipuma’s position.\(^{(11)}\)

In truth, Lipuma’s conjecture on the underlying intention of physicians in ‘routine’ ceasing CANH highlights further misreading of clinical practices, as well as Lo and Rubenfeld’s case; the authors clearly stated that the patient had “already stopped eating and would have died shortly even had they [CANH] been administered.”\(^{(7)}\)

**Authorisation of treatment**

Lipuma’s comparison between CSD and PAS/E also extends to the manner that CSD is authorised. His concerns pivot on two key issues: first, he likens the authorisation process of CSD to that of PAS/E, and second, he asserts that authorisation of CSD is a clinical decision bereft of psychosocial input and oversight, and hence, paves the way for a slippery slope to PAS/E. Lipuma posits that the adoption of either practice crystallises and equates the intentions of the clinicians to those underpinning PAS/E.\(^{(2)}\) Lipuma also suggests that authorisation for the application of CSD in Mrs B’s case was done upon request, in a manner similar to PAS/E.\(^{(7)}\) However, a review of Lo and Rubenfeld’s original case presentation reveals that CSD was applied only when Mrs B’s condition met the prerequisites for CSD set out within prevailing guidelines, rather than simply upon the request of the patient.\(^{(7)}\)

Lipuma also uses the case of Mr Leo Oltzik, a mentally incompetent patient suffering from terminal agitation and dementia, congestive cardiac failure and kidney problems, as an example of CSD being applied surreptitiously with little involvement of the patient’s family.\(^{(12,8)}\) Lipuma suggests that circumnavigating familial involvement in this case, drawn from Hartocollis’ 2009 *New York Times* article, ushers in concerns of a ‘slippery slope’ leading to PAS/E. Lipuma further asserts that lax oversight of the application of CSD compounds these concerns.\(^{(2,7,8)}\)

A closer scrutiny of Hartocollis’ account, however, reveals that Lipuma’s conclusions were misguided.\(^{(12,8)}\) There are also a number of concerns with regard to the way Lipuma has employed Hartocollis’ account of Mr Oltzik’s care.\(^{(2,8)}\) First, this was a newspaper article charting a medical encounter that reported the observations of a journalist who was neither part of the medical team nor likely to be privy to the circumstances and finer details of the case. Furthermore, the report did not meet the rigorous standards required for a case report published in most medical journals, and lacks critical clinical information and medical analysis. These concerns are amplified by Lipuma’s paper, which omitted some critical information from the original newspaper article.\(^{(2,8)}\) Contrary to Lipuma’s assertions that the decisions for CSD and cessation of CANH were made unilaterally and without the input of the family, Hartocollis’ report clearly states that both Mrs Oltzik and her daughter were aware of and party to the decision to sedate the patient.\(^{(8)}\) Similar to Mrs B’s case, CSD was applied to Mr Oltzik in keeping with the prevailing clinical guidelines for PS.\(^{(2,8)}\) These guidelines included a holistic review by a palliative care team and/or an independent review by a professional, a prognosis of death in less than two weeks, the presence of intractable suffering, exhaustion of all viable treatment options and the likelihood of continued suffering until death without the provision of CSD.\(^{(12,13)}\)

It is also clear that simplistic inferences as to the intentions behind the application of CSD cannot be defined solely upon a review of the actions surrounding the employment of CSD or indeed, the cessation of CANH. Krishna and Capps argued that intentions must be seen upon a more holistic plane and within the specific confines of the particular case setting.\(^{(4)}\) The actions themselves must be taken in totality, and ought to take into account discussions and the decision-making process that preceded the action rather than be judged solely upon the ‘final act’. Further, Krishna and Capps, and Krishna and Chin argue that delineation of the intentions that underpin clinical undertakings must be considered upon an evidence-based platform and in keeping with prevailing practice guidelines, legal frameworks and social expectations.\(^{(4,11,14)}\) Any digression from accepted practice must be clearly justified, documented and ideally carried out...
with the oversight of a multidisciplinary team, if concerns about the intentions of the clinicians are to remain above reproach.65

Use of the term ‘CSD’

Any comment about the intentions of a clinician must be made upon a clear understanding of the practice being discussed. This is particularly evident in Lipuma’s misreading of Rietjens et al’s study concerning the opinions of nurses who had experience employing PAS/E and CSD.118 Lipuma suggests that nurses with experience employing PAS/E and CSD opined that there was little difference between the two interventions.2,118 Scrutiny of Rietjens et al’s original paper reveals that only four of the 16 nurses interviewed reported concerns with the employment of CSD.118 Critically, the authors noted that these four nurses “had little experience with palliative sedation”.118 This serves the further purpose of drawing attention to the poorly defined term employed by Lipuma to delineate the practice of sedation in end-of-life care.2,118 Later studies by Rietjens and colleagues reaffirm that underpinning the fears voiced by the four nurses in the 2007 study by Rietjens et al was a lack of clarity on the practice of CSD.33,36

Proportionality and the overall goals of care

A further abortive effort to aggregate CSD under the umbrella of PAS/E sees Lipuma suggesting that “both procedures are only successfully completed upon Mrs B’s complete biological death”.2 Such a posit runs contrary to PS guidelines.19 Prevailing guidelines on PS pivot upon the principle of proportionality and the temperate and monitored employment of sedation.8,34 The endpoint of treatment is in fact the effective amelioration of conscious states manifest variations in consciousness levels when studied using positron emission tomography-computed tomography and electroencephalograms.30,37-40 Attempting to establish an irreversible loss of consciousness, much less a stable level of unconsciousness required for the determination of brain death, becomes technically difficult.24,34-43

This is particularly so when changes in pharmacokinetics and efficacy of medications used in the treatment of conditions such as delirium, epilepsy, schizophrenia and pain can affect levels of sedations. Therefore, there is no reason to overturn the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges’ 2008 Code of Practice for the Diagnosis and Confirmation of Death, which states that “the definition of death should be regarded as the irreversible loss of the capacity for consciousness, combined with irreversible loss of the capacity to breathe.”144

TRIAD OF PERSONHOOD-RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

The primacy of conscious function to conceptions of personhood sits at the core of Lipuma’s higher brain function definition of death, yet it is barely defended. While authors such as Harris,45 Fletcher,96 and Rich47 expound the primacy of conscious function, self-awareness, the ability to appreciate one’s existence, and the ability to cogitate and to determine one’s own fate as the central facets of conceptions of personhood, it is Lipuma32 who equates a loss of personhood with a determination of death.44-51 Reading Lipuma’s paper, it would appear that he regards a consciousness-defined conception of personhood to be the ‘right’ way of conceiving personhood.44 It is unclear as to whether this position is based on the belief that a consciousness-defined conception of personhood is the most morally, socially and/or practically justifiable position, or whether Lipuma believes that a consciousness-driven perspective of personhood is the most clinically relevant position. We will consider each of these positions.

To begin with, the primacy afforded to a consciousness-defined conception of personhood is not widely accepted. Authors such as Nelson have adopted a Judeo-Christian view of personhood, which proposes that personhood is inherent to all humans by virtue of their divine connection with God.51 Lamb and Fan suggest that personhood within the Hindu and Confucian perspectives are rooted within the relational ties an individual shares with his or her families.52,53 This relational concept of personhood defined by relational ties between family members is also evident in other religions and societies throughout the world.54-58 However, Kitwood and Buron suggest that a combination of relational and social elements contribute to individual conceptions of personhood within the dementia setting, while Bishop Merrill’s study of American students suggests that there is a wider combination of individual, relational and innate elements to personalised definitions of personhood.99-102 Krishna et al’s and Alsuwaigh and Krishna’s clinically evidenced Ring Theory of Personhood (Ring Theory), which was derived from data extracted from interviews with Singaporean oncology and palliative care patients on their views of their personhood, suggests
that there are four essential elements to personhood (Fig. 1): Innate, Individual, Relational and Societal Personhoods.\(^{62-66}\)

Innate Personhood arises by virtue of an individual’s connection with God, as a result of being alive, having a human form, and/or as a result of familial, societal and relational ties. Individual Personhood revolves around conscious function and contains the individual’s personality and behavioural characteristics. The Ring Theory posits that it is the individual with whom the patient shares strong personal bonds that endows them with Relational Personhood; it is these relational ties with individuals within this ring that preserve the individual characteristics of the incapacitated patient in a manner that the patient feels is most in keeping with his or her individuality. Societal Personhood, which represents the outermost ring of the Ring Theory, is derived from the bonds and relationships that are not significant enough to be considered within the Relational ring. Individuals within the Societal ring, comprising colleagues, acquaintances and business contacts, endow the patient with a ‘general’ or societally accepted view of personhood.\(^{62-66}\)

While drawn from a Singaporean setting, the Ring Theory is expected to find acceptance even among the wider Asian, European and American populations,\(^{17,41-82}\) as suggested by prevailing data. Importantly, the Ring Theory is believed to better capture the manner in which conceptions of personhood evolve over time and circumstances.\(^{62-66}\) Echoing Krishna and Kwek’s case study findings,\(^{83}\) Krishna and Alsuwaigh’s study revealed that most palliative care patients placed more importance on their spirituality and legacy whilst reducing the importance of their conscious function as they progressed along their illness journey.\(^{62}\) This increase in the relative importance of their respective Innate and Relational dimensions of personhood at the cost of their respective Individual ring is in keeping with data from Japan, the United States, Hong Kong and the Nordic nations, where similar evolutions in spiritual, social and individual beliefs and values have been documented.\(^{84-86}\) This wider reflexive concept of personhood highlights the rich tapestry of social, biological and spiritual bonds that exist between individuals irrespective of their conscious functioning.\(^{62}\) It also better contends with the evolution in goals of care and personal values and beliefs, as described in Krishna and Kwek’s account of evolving concepts of personhood seen in the last months of life.\(^{83}\)

**CONCLUSION**

Dismissal of each aspect of the personhood triad and the practical triumvirate overturns Lipuma’s efforts to equate CSD to PAS/E. Yet, Lipuma’s efforts highlight two key points. Firstly, the palliative medicine community can no longer regard CSD simply as a small part of the practice of legitimate end-of-life care. Rather, the impact of Lipuma’s paper and other discussions in the media point to its wider impact on end-of-life care. As in Singapore and many nations such as Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Cambodia and Myanmar, the application and thus, validity and acceptability of CSD represent part of a wider referendum on the practice of palliative medicine itself. This shows CSD to be an entwined facet of the specialty
that, if not effectively delineated, will compromise patient care and bring the palliative medicine specialty into disrepute.

While it is clear that Lipuma did not intend to comment on the practice of palliative medicine, his position—albeit largely based on philosophical ruminations and poorly contextualised empirical, clinical and societal data—has certainly stirred concerns in some quarters, over both the role of CSD and palliative medicine. It emphasises the importance of education of the general public and healthcare professionals regarding the differences between the practices of CSD and PAS/E, and the role of palliative medicine. Part of this process requires careful definition of the practice of deep continuous sedation in end-of-life care, which considers sociocultural implications of the practice and sets it apart from the ‘routine’ use of opioids for the treatment of pain and dyspnoea in end-of-life care, and the use of sedatives for the treatment of confusion, delirium and agitation in end-of-life care.

Finally, palliative medicine should be indebted to Lipuma, for issuing a call to palliative medicine not only to be proactive in explaining its practice, but also in being vigilant and responsive to efforts to paint aspects of its practice in a less than complimentary light, when the toll may be, more than palliative medicine’s reputation, patient care and family distress.
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